In 1998, Carl M. Bender made the interesting observation that non-Hermitian Hamiltonians may still possess real eigenvalues if they obey parity-time (PT) symmetry [1] . More recently, it was demonstrated that optical systems provide fertile experimental test-grounds for these abstract principles, as the complex PTsymmetric potential could be constructed by spatial balancing of loss and gain [2] . In addition to providing model systems for non-Hermitian quantum mechanics, PTsymmetric optical structures are capable of producing novel, counter-intuitve optical behavior including non-reciprocal propagation, loss-induced transparency, and gain-induced suppression of lasing. After introducing these concepts, I will describe our work in bringing the versatility of solution-processed semiconductors to study PT-symmetric optical phenomenon, focusing on collaborative work with chemists and materials scientists at Georgia Tech University to develop, characterize and manipulate optical gain in colloidal quantum dot films. After achieving optimal material properties and device structures for laser action, we fabricated microdisk laser cavities that exhibit whispering gallery mode emission upon optical pumping. These resonators then serve as molecular units in near-field coupled structures where we measure the microdisk(s) emission pattern while modulating the spatial and intensity profile of the pump beam to create different conditions of gain/loss in the structures. In this way we explore the exotic effects arising from their mutual interaction. 
